
Gunwerks 28 Nosler ClymR Lightweight Long Range
Serial Number F2087

$9000.00$9000.00

DDESCRIPTIONESCRIPTION

Gunwerks 28 Nosler ClymR Ti Light Weight Long Range Ri e System available for immediate delivery and well below

replacement costs. 

Chambered for the .28 Nosler and pushing a 180gr Berger Hybrid just over 2,900 fps, the ClymR ri e system is based on the

Gunwerks GLR right-handed action and ordered in titanium (Ti) as an upgrade. Gunwerks' hinged oorplate and 22" barrel

with removable Directional muzzle brake (barrel extends to 22 1/2" over the muzzle brake, measured from the front of the action). 

The stock has a 13.5" LOP on the unique ClymR system stock. The innovative stock shape has a negative comb, at toe line, and

improved ergonomics which encourage proper grip technique and improve recoil control. 

Ri e is also tted with its factory installed Kahles K318i 3.5-18x50mm CCW MOAK ri e scope with illuminated reticle in the

rst focal plane and LH wind adjustment and custom BDC turret cut for the 180gr Berger Hybrid factory loaded ammo also

included with the ri e. The scope is mounted with Gunwerks 34mm Unity light weight scope rings with integral mounts.

Action, bottom metal, and muzzle brake are nished in Forrest Green and the stock has a matching Carbon Forest stock paint. 

Ri e weighs 8 lbs. 3.8 oz. scoped. 

Also included 100 rounds of new Gunwerks .28 Nosler ammo loaded with the 180gr Berger Hybrid at the time the ri e was

ordered. 

Scope turret is cut for the above listed load and an Altitude of 4,000 ft and a temperature: 60 F. 

Ri e is complete in its Gunwerks' SKB case with custom tted interior. 

Ri e was ordered new in 2021 and has under 100 rounds red since delivery. This ri e system with factory new ammo is in stock

and ready for immediate delivery.

Will consider selling without optics. Please call to discuss. 

SSPECIFICATIONPECIFICATION

LocationLocation US

MakeMake Gunwerks

Calibre/GaugeCalibre/Gauge .28 Nosler

ActionAction GLR Ti RH

TriggersTriggers 1

EjectorsEjectors N/A

Barrel LengthBarrel Length 20"

RibRib N/A

ChamberChamber N/A

Choke RightChoke Right N/A

Choke LeftChoke Left N/A

StockStock Carbon Fiber

LOPLOP 13 1/2"

WeightWeight 8 lbs 3.8 oz. Scoped



CaseCase Gunwerks SKB Case

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


